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GREATER!CARPENTERS!
NEIGHBOURHOOD!FORUM!
!

Comments! on!
the!
Great!
Carpenters!
Neighbourhood!
submitted! Plan!
should! be! made!
in! writing! and!
sent! either! by!!
email!
to:!!
neighbourhoodp
lanning@london
legacy.co.uk!
or!!
by! post! to:!!
London! Legacy!
Development!
Corporation!
Level!10!
1!Stratford!Place!!
Montfichet!Road!
Stratford!!
E20!1EJ.!
!

The! consultation!
closes! on! 31st!
August!2019.!!
If! you! need! help!
with!
your!
response,!
contact!GCNF!

FINANCIAL' CASE' FOR' REFURBISHMENT' OF' THE' TOWER' BLOCKS' IS'
STRONG'
!
So!far,!GCNF!has!not!been!able!to!get!access!to!any!reports!commissioned!by!
L.B.!of!Newham!on!the!two!main!options!for!the!Tower!blocks,!either!(1)!for!
the!demolition! of!the!3!Tower! blocks!on! Carpenters! and!new!build!flats!to!
replace! them! or! (2)! for! refurbishment! and! reQletting! of! the! three! Tower!
blocks.!!!!
!
Information! circulated! recently! by! LB! Newham! presented! figures! for! the!
estimated! costs! of! refurbishment! and! those! for! demolition! and!
redevelopment.!!!Without!knowing!the!basis!of!these!figures,!it!is!difficult!to!
assess!their!accuracy,!but!even!as!they!are,!they!seem!to!make!the!case!for!
the!financial!advantage!of!refurbishment!and!reQletting.!!
!
The!two!figures!that!matter!the!most!important!are!(1)!the!estimated!cost!of!
demolition!and!rebuild!and!(2)!the!estimated!costs!of!refurbishment.!!James!
Jensen! has! looked! carefully! at! these! figures! and! has! then! researched! best!
estimates!for!rebuilding!(and!the!likely!cost!to!local!residents!of!ever!living!
in! one! of! them)! and! has! come! up! with! a! strong! financial! case! for!
refurbishment.!James!Jenson’s!paper!will!be!on!the!website!very!shortly.!!!
!
!
IT' IS' TIME' TO' MAKE' YOUR' VIEWS' ON' GC' NEIGHBOURHOOD' PLAN'
KNOWN'AGAIN!!
!
Greater! Carpenters! Neighbourhood! Plan! has! been! submitted! to! London!
Legacy! Development! Corporation! (LLDC),! the! planning! authority! for! our!
area.! ! ! ! The! LLDC! now! has! to! decide! whether! to! adopt! the! Greater!
Carpenters!Neighbourhood!Plan!under!Regulation!19.!!As!the!LLDC!wrote!to!
GCNF!in!a!recent!email,!!
!
If' ‘made’,' the' Neighbourhood' Plan' becomes' part' of' the'
development'plan'for'the'area,'and'the'policies'contained'within'
it'may'be'used'in'the'determination'of'planning'applications.'
!

IT#IS#TIME#TO#MAKE#YOUR#VIEWS#ON#GC#NEIGHBOURHOOD#PLAN#KNOWN#AGAIN!"
continued#
"
Neighbourhood#Planning"was"introduced"in"order"to"allow"people"who"are"directly"
affected"i.e."primarily"residents"and"people"who"work"or"run"businesses"in"an"area,"to"
bring"their"best"knowledge"and"understanding"to"bear"on"the"future"of"their"
neighbourhoods."""This"is"because"it"is"well"understood"that"detailed"local"knowledge"is"
very"valuable"in"successfully"deciding"the"balance"of"competing"needs"in"any"area"and"the"
local"community"often"take"a"long"term"view"of"the"neighbourhood,"while"officers"of"
various"bodies"often"move"on"quickly"to"other"projects."Policies"have"to"take"account"both"
of"housing"need"on"the"one"hand"and"the"importance"of"creating"affordable,"healthy"and"
environmentally"sustainable"places"on"the"other."""""
"
As#we#are#all#aware,#there#have#been#estate#reHdevelopments#across#London#that#
have#completely#destroyed#communities#and#turned#sustainable#neighbourhoods#
into#places#that#are#no#longer#affordable#to#the#people#and#businesses#that#have#
been#there#for#a#very#long#time."""To"prevent"anything"similar"happening"in"the"Greater"
Carpenters"neighbourhood,"a"considered"framework"for"development"needs"to"be"in"place"
before"detailed"proposals"are"put"forward."""
"
The#law#says#that#Neighbourhood#Planning#is#to#be#supported#encouraged#by#
planning#authorities#(in#our#case#the#LLDC)."To"date,"twelve"Neighbourhood"Plans"
have"been"approved"in"London."At"our"AGM"earlier"this"year,"Angela"Koch"told"us"of"the"
Neighbourhood"Plan"for"Kentish"Town"that"is"now"being"implemented"in"partnership"
with"various"local"bodies"and"with"support"from"the"local"authority.""
"
GREATER#CARPENTERS#NEIGHBOURHOOD#FORUM#IS#ALMOST#THERE,#BUT#WE#
NEED#TO#KEEP#MAKING#SURE#OUR#VIEWS#ARE#KNOWN#
Because"Neighbourhood"Plans"are"used"in"the"same"way"that"the"London"Plan"and"SubH
regional"Plans"are"used"to"decide"on"planning"applications"and"new"developments,"Plans"
are"put"through"many"tests"to"ensure"that"they"are"part"of"a"clear"set"of"rules"that"can"be"
applied"to"anyone"wanting"to"reHdevelop"or"build"in"any"neighbourhood"that"has"a"
Neighbourhood"Plan.""""
"
As"part"of"that"testing"of"Plans,"the"LLDC"is"now"consulting"on"the"Greater"Carpenters"
Neighbourhood"Plan"and"it"has"invited"anyone"with"an"interest"to"write"to"them"with"their"
responses"to"the"Plan"and"its"policies.""
"
GREATER#CARPENTERS#NEIGHBOURHOOD#PLAN#NEEDS#YOUR#ACTIVE#SUPPORT#
NOW#
"
Comments"on"the"Great#Carpenters#Neighbourhood#submitted#Plan"should"be"
made"in"writing"and"sent"either"by""email"to:""
neighbourhoodplanning@londonlegacy.co.uk"
or""
by"post"to:""London#Legacy#Development#Corporation"
Level"10,"1"Stratford"Place,"Montfichet"Road,"Stratford,"E20"1EJ."

It"is"important"that"as"many"residents"and"supporters"of"the"Neighbourhood"Plan"
respond."""
Remember"that"GCNF"has"come"a"long"way"and"is"almost"at"the"end"of"the"process"of"
making"the"Neighbourhood"Plan."""""People"who"may"not"agree"with"the"ideas"put"forward"
and"the"priorities"set"out"in"the"GCNP"will"be"replying"to"the"LLDC,"arguing"against"
priorities"that"they"do"not"like."""So,"once"again,"people"from"the"Greater"Carpenters"
Neighbourhood"need"to"show"the"LLDC"that"there"is"support"for"the"policies"in"the"
Neighbourhood"Plan."""Most"of"them"were"supported"by"90%"of"those"who"responded"and"
all"were"supported"by"at"least"80%"of"the"large"number"of"people"who"responded"to"our"
2017"consultation."""Ask"anyone"you"know"who"has"an"interest"in"estate"regeneration"or"in"
communities"having"a"voice"in"changes"that"will"affect"their"lives"or"in"environmental"
sustainability"or"affordable"homes,"to"respond"as"well,"for"example,"tenants"associations,"
religious"organisations,"trade"unions"and"climate"change"campaigners."
"
"

"
"
Examination#In#Public#on#LLDC#Local#Plan#–#Be#There#for#Carpenters!#
In"Newsletter"No."5,"we"reported"that"GCNF"had"responded"to"the"consultation"on"the"
LLDC’s"own"Local"Plan.""GCNF"said"that,"although"we"are"very"keen"to"work"in"coH
operation"with"the"LLDC"and"with"the"Council,"we"would"not"welcome"the"insertion"into"
their"Local"Plan"of"new"targets"for"new"build"housing"which"would"lead"to"the"effective"
destruction"of"local"community"and"existing"homes."""
"
We"need"to"get"the"LLDC"to"think"of"issues"beyond"money."Sustainability"is"not"just"a"
matter"of"sums"of"money"on"paper."We"need"to"think"of"communities"and"of"the"needs"of"
future"generations"in"this"area.""As"the"United"Nations"Commission"on"Environment"and"
Development"Report"said"in"1987,"sustainable"development"is""development"which"meets"
the"needs"of"the"present"without"compromising"the"ability"of"future"generations"to"meet"
their"own"needs.""""""
"
GCNF"has"a"seat"at"the"session"covering"the"LLDC’s"proposals"for"Carpenters"area"at"the"
EiP,"to"put"forward"the"alternative"approach"to"the"development"of"the"GCNF"area"that"is"
offered"by"our"Neighbourhood"Plan."Please"try"to"attend"and"show"support"to"the"GCNF"at"
the"session"on"the"Greater"Carpenters"area,"which"starts"in"September.""Look"out"for"the"
exact"date"nearer"the"time"including"on"the"GCNF"website"and"twitter."

!
GREATER!CARPENTERS!NEIGHBOURHOOD!FORUM!
!
!
The!people!elected!at!our!AGM!as!officers!of!GCNF!for!the!next!year!are:!
Joint!Secretaries:!!Janiz!Murray!&!Victor!Habelin!
Joint!Treasurers:!!Delores!John:Phillips!&!Sazzad!Khan!
!
GCNF!is!also!setting!up!working!groups!to!begin!taking!forward!the!various!projects!set!out!
in!the!Neighbourhood!Plan.!If!you!have!not!already!joined!one!and!would!like!to!be!
included,!please!email!greatercarpentersforum@gmail.com!
!
!
YOUR!VOICE!MATTERS!!

!

!
Greater! Carpenters! Neighbourhood! Forum! (GCNF)! is! a! group! of! local! residents! and!
stakeholders! who!want!more! control!over!development!that!takes! place! in! our!area.! This!
includes! the! types! of! green! places,! play! spaces! and! work! spaces,! homes,! community!
facilities!and!transport!links!residents!want!for!the!neighbourhood.!!
!
We! were! designated! as! a! Forum! by! the! London! Legacy! Development! Corporation!
(LLDC),!our!local!planning!authority,!in!July!2015.!!
!!!!
We!have!written!a!Neighbourhood!Plan,!which!will!eventually!become!part!of!LLDC’s!
planning!policies,!which!developers!have!to!conform!to.!!There!was!unanimous!support!at!
the!April!AGM,!for!submitting!our!Neighbourhood!Plan!(incorporating!feedback!from!the!
Draft!neighbourhood!Plan!consultation!that!we!held!in!2017)!to!London!Legacy!
Development!Corporation,!the!planning!authority!for!this!area.!!!!
!
LLDC!is!welcoming!written!comments!on!Greater!Carpenters!Neighbourhood!Plan!until!31st!
August,!2019.!!Make!sure!you!let!them!know!that!you!support!the!policies!that!have!
been!worked!out!over!the!past!four!years.!!!
!
Contact!GCNF!by!email:!greatercarpentersforum@gmail.com!
Follow!us!on!Twitter:!@GCN!Forum!
Facebook:!Greater!Carpenters!Forum!
Visit!our!website:!http://greater\carpenters.co.uk/!
!

